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For previous labs, we have always introduced a new set of features to the source language that you
compile. In L5, you are not adding new features, but optimizing your compiler to output more efficient
assembly. In this recitation, we’ll discuss some optimizations that you can write and various roadblocks
you may come across.

Easy Optimizations First
We spend so much time talking about interesting and hard-to-implement optimizations that it’s easy
to get ahead of oneself and jump straight into implementing something like SSA. Don’t underestimate
how much simple things like peephole optimizations and improving instruction selection can impact your
performance. Easy-to-implement optimizations such as eliminating self-moves or making better use of
x86’s parentheses syntax for memory loads could yield drastic performance improvements for relatively
little work. We recommend starting L5 by reflecting on your compiler’s weak suits and looking for easy
improvements to make before moving on to more advanced optimizations.

Aliasing
As discussed in lecture, memory aliasing can interfere with various optimizations such as constant prop-
agation and common subexpression elimination. One clear way to circumvent this problem is to avoid
propagating values assigned to memory locations entirely. On the other hand, sound alias analysis can
help us determine whether or not a value at a memory location has changed–and can therefore be
propagated forward.

Checkpoint 0
Consider all the variables in this function, which ones can be aliases of others? Which values are safe to
propagate?

1 \\ bar is a library function
2 void bar (bool* a, int* b);
3
4 int foo () {
5 int* x = alloc(int);
6 int* y = alloc(int);
7 *x = 1;
8 *y = *x;
9 int *z = x;

10 bool* w = alloc(bool);
11 bar(w, y);
12 if (*w) return *y;
13 return *y + *z;
14 }

Tail Call Elimination
You might remember from the function optimization lecture that maintaining stack frames on highly
recursive functions is costly. Stack frames contain local variables, store values and registers, and allow a
function to continue running after a call to another function. However, this overhead can be avoided if
the function simply returns a call to another function, a “tail call”.

Though this optimization sounds simple, the tricky piece is figuring out how to calculate the arguments
to the returned function call without overwriting values you may need to calculate other arguments.



Checkpoint 1
How would you make sure to not overwrite temps that you need for future argument calculations while
you calculate each argument? What does a tail call look like after optimization?

Checkpoint 2
First translate both of the following functions to abstract assembly. How can we change the assembly in
factorial2 to optimize for the tail recursive call?

1 int factorial (int x){
2 if (x == 0) return 1;
3 return factorial (x − 1) * x;
4 }
5
6 int factorial2_helper (int x, int y){
7 if (x == 0) return y;
8 return factorial2_helper (x − 1, y * x);
9 }

10
11 int factorial2 (int x){
12 return factorial2_helper (x, 1);
13 }

Function Inlining
Along the lines of reducing the overhead of maintaining function stack frames, we can also line functions
that are called in other functions. This means that we replace the call with the actual body of the
function that’s being called. It also has the additional benefit of saving you from having to push registers
on the stack, and allows more constant propagation. However, there are some problems that may arise
when considering which functions to inline: recursive functions, massive helper functions, or even trying
to get the source code of library functions. For these reasons, we make use of sound heuristics to decide
when functions should be inlined.

Checkpoint 3
What kind of heuristics can we impose in our compiler that can help make function inlining both efficient
and correct?


